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Abstract (en)
The present utility model provides a base station and a tube tower, including a tower wall, an accommodation space and a heat dissipation
apparatus that are defined by the tower wall, where a compartment door including an air intake vent and an air exhaust vent is disposed on the
tower wall, the accommodation space includes an accommodation compartment, and the accommodation compartment includes a sealing room
and a ventilation room located above the sealing room, the compartment door closes the accommodation compartment, the air exhaust vent is in
communication with the ventilation room, and the air intake vent is located outside the accommodation compartment; the heat dissipation apparatus
includes an external power portion, a first power portion, and a first heat exchanger, where the first power portion is located at the top of the sealing
room, the first heat exchanger is disposed on a side wall of the sealing room and includes a first internal air duct and a first external air duct isolated
from the first internal air duct, the external power portion is located in the ventilation room and in communication with one end of the first external air
duct, and the other end of the first external air duct is in communication with the air intake vent; and the first power portion is configured to: form, in
the sealing room, an air flow that circularly flows, and transfer heat of the air flow to an outside of the sealing room through the first internal air duct.
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